Dear Mr. Hallworth and Mr. Nazzaro,

We are statistical and legal researchers from universities around the country studying algorithmic lending, the practice of using advanced mathematical models, including machine learning, to decide and price consumer loans. Our work aims to detect and study discrimination in algorithmic lending and to develop alternative lending models that are more accurate and less discriminatory than existing methods.

We are deeply grateful for your agencies’ commitment to transparency and for your historical support for the academic community, especially in providing public access to loan performance data.

We write to express our support for the proposal that your agencies grant researchers access to a combined single-family mortgage loan-level dataset that links borrower and loan characteristics, loan approval and pricing, and loan
performance. Such a dataset would lower the cost of building fair machine-learning (ML) lending models and increase these models’ accuracy.

Access to this merged dataset would have a strong positive impact for the following reasons:

1. **Algorithmic lending has potential to discriminate less than face-to-face lending.** A 2019 study from researchers at the University of California, Berkeley found that financial technology (fintech) algorithms discriminate 40 percent less than face-to-face lenders. We believe that, with more intentional work, algorithm-based lending could significantly improve fairness in lending.

2. **Crafting algorithmic models to predict loan default rates requires a clean training data set that links borrower characteristics to loan performance, not just to loan approval.** Using solely historic loan approval information, like that provided by the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), risks re-encoding discrimination in future loan approval decisions. Integrating the actual performance of loans would better ensure that a model is predicting the likelihood of default, as opposed to predicting whether a particular borrower would be granted a mortgage under current lending practices.

3. **With a more accurate merged dataset, researchers will be far more effective at detecting and studying discrimination in loan pricing, as well as developing experimental machine-learning algorithms that more accurately predict default and are less discriminatory than their alternatives.**

We respectfully request that you grant this request to make a merged loan-approval and loan-performance dataset available to researchers who are using machine learning to make lending more accurate — and less discriminatory. Thank you very much for your consideration.
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